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SYNOPSIS 

IN FABRIC is een wonderbaarlijke ghost story over een unieke rode jurk die tijdens de winter-uitverkoop van een luxe warenhuis over 

de toonbank gaat. Een alleenstaande moeder draagt het kledingstuk naar een blind date die niet loopt als verwacht. Via de kringloop-

winkel komt hij in het bezit van een wasmachinemonteur, die meteen met onverklaarbaar onheil te maken krijgt. We volgen de jurk 

als deze van eigenaar wisselt en daarbij op steeds curieuzer wijze slachtoffers eist.

Peter Strickland (Berberian Sound Studio, the Duke of Burgundy) toont zich opnieuw een meester in stijl. IN FABRIC is een lofzang 

op genrefilms uit voorbije jaren, en het resultaat van een voelbaar plezier in filmmaken.
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Q&A WITH PETER STRICKLAND

We’re four years on from The Duke Of Burgundy, what have you been up to?

I’d done two films in a row, with The Duke and the Bjork concert film (Bjork: Biophilia Live), I wanted to devote some time to writing and directing 

radio plays (The Len Continuum, The Len Dimension and The Stone Tape, all for BBC).

Unusually for a British director, this is your first film set in the UK. With its Thames-Valley-on-Thames fictional town standing in for your own home-

town of Reading, is this a more autobiographical tale than you’re usually known for?

If you’d told me 10 years ago that I’d be making a film about the January sales in Reading I’d have probably fainted. But it’s great to set a film here. 

When I started I wanted to get as far away from the UK as I could, to make a film in Transylvania, which isn’t really all that far. I’d moved to Hungary 

after filming and it all seemed more exotic there, now I suppose I’ve come full circle as Britain seems exotic to me now. It’s not really more autobio-

graphical than my other films; I just put as many things that I’m interested in as possible. For instance with the washing machine stuff, in Hungary 

there are still a lot of old washing machines from the socialist period that go berserk.

There’s more overt humour and horror than your previous films, but it doesn’t really follow the rules of either genre. For instance there’s no explanation 

of the dress’ power?

I was torn about that a lot, in terms of do I need to explain the origin of the curse? One draft I think was trying to get there, but then I realised that 

you don’t really need all that, it’s a given that it’s a cursed dress and you go with that, especially after what happens to the first person. It’s a device 

to explore how people interact with clothing. I guess it’s quite a human drama deep down. Clothing is quite interesting to me. I’m interested in 

objects and the almost alchemical power they have in cinema. The power of association with an object and how that can haunt us is really what I’m 

trying to throw open as a subject. How seeing an item of clothing from a deceased loved one alters your blood pressure. There’s also the element 

of transformation when wearing something. A shirt, depending on things like who’s wearing it or who owned it, can provoke all sorts of reactions, 

from arousal to disgust. I was trying to explore some of that with things like Babs and her body dysmorphia or Reg and his hosiery fetish, to get as 

much in as possible about how people react to texture or their own bodies in clothing. Beyond the tactile, there’s also a fetishistic approach to sonic 

textures such as with an autonomous sensory meridian response to Reg’s washing machine mantra. It’s a world in which objects and sounds contain 

an inherent force or power. 



There’s a larger cast than your other films, with many more speaking parts and performers with diverse backgrounds in theatre, film, comedy and even 

music. Talk us through some of your choices. 

For Sheila all I knew was she had to be a middle-aged woman. Marianne Jean-Baptiste is so good at subtle, comic anger. I really enjoyed her perfor-

mance, she has this amazing comic potential, I had to muffle my laughter at some points. I don’t know why she doesn’t do more work in the UK, 

she’s so good.

Hayley Squires (Babs) was great. I loved working with her. She doesn’t need much input and completely got the mood. With Gwendoline Christie 

(Gwen) I wrote the part before we were in touch. I told her, “there’s this character called Gwen, as long as you don’t mind this weird coincidence 

with the name along with the fact that she’s not very nice.” I wanted a character like Withnail; someone who is fascinating and amusing to watch but 

you’d never want to be in the same room as them.

Leo Bill (Reg) really transformed himself. Seeing Leo in real life and seeing Reg is like two different people. Even the way he walks is different.

Barry Adamson (Zach) was suggested by the casting director Shaheen Baig. I wanted someone coming from music and she suggested Barry.

Steve Oram (Clive) and Julian Barratt (Stash), they have terrific chemistry together. I’d worked with them both separately on radio plays and wanted 

to bring them together.

Fatma Mohamed (Miss Luckmoore) has been in all my films. She’s someone I found in this small town in Transylvania, one of those very lucky things 

in life; she just fully applies herself to everything. I couldn’t imagine making a film without her.

With all the actors I felt they totally got it, they understood what we were trying to do.

You have Tim Gane (Stereolab, Cavern of Anti-Matter, McCarthy) doing the soundtrack, following on from Broadcast and Cat’s Eyes on your other 

films. How was the process this time? How did you discover Gane’s work?

I put out a Cavern of Anti-Matter single on my record label, Peripheral Conserve. I got talking with Tim Gane about film and this was before there

was a script or even a concept and I asked him to make some demos. He delivered dozens of instrumentals, which I listened to while writing. Each 

time I work with a band I get slightly more confident. At the beginning I’d not had much experience working with musicians and was too slavish 

about references, which can be suffocating. We still talk about references but purely about mood, tempo and instruments, nothing more than that. 

Now I try to give musicians as much space as possible. Tim is someone with an encyclopedic knowledge of music and film who’s always keen to try 

something new. He’s not afraid of noise; some of his non-musical elements sound like sound design rather than a score. He did all the music for the 

film, even the muzak in the shop, the only thing he didn’t do was the advert music which was by James Ferraro.

How important is sound design in your films? 

It’s important in all films, especially when you haven’t much money. We used sound to get the audience instantly into that world. In the shop scenes 

we had plenty of foley and atmos; lots of sound effects like hangers on rails and so on. But in the end we removed all of that and just had the voices 

of shoppers low in the mix, which is both calming and unsettling, like something is strange and off but you can’t put your finger on it. When we were 

recording it, it put me into a trance and I fell asleep, which to me is a sign that it was successful. 

The shop, with its arcane rituals and mysteries, looms large over the film. Like many people, you’ve worked in retail, is this getting your own back?

I’ve worked in Asda, Waitrose, Threshers, Boots and WHSmiths. This isn’t a revenge piece. I’m not interested in the act of writing as vendetta.

It could be seen as a satire on consumerism, in some ways, but I see it more as a celebration of shopping. A good shop is almost a museum, in a sense. 

The ambience can really change your mood. Online shopping is not the same as entering these physical spaces that are all different.

Shopping is a very prosaic pastime but if you take some overly familiar activity you can find the unfamiliar in that. If you’re doing a stock take at five 

in the morning and you look out the window and see a silent queue of people, you’re entering George A. Romero Dawn of the Dead territory almost. 

It can be quite ghostly. One of my earliest memories is of being in Jackson’s in Reading (a large old department store, founded in 1875) in my buggy 

sat under a mannequin, its hand was frozen just inches above my head. That probably explains quite a lot...



CAST BIOGRAPHIES

Marianne Jean-Baptiste (Sheila)

After her breakout, Academy Award nominated performance in Mike Leigh’s Secrets & Lies, the versatile Marianne has acted in everything from 

Hollywood blockbusters like Robocop to lauded TV dramas such as Broadchurch. Her range and ability have made her a familiar face on TV, as a 

series regular on Blindspot, Without A Trace and Training Day and in a slew of no less memorable roles in Harry’s Law, Sons Of Anarchy, Private 

Practice, Cracker, The Murder Of Stephen Lawrence, Sharman, How To Get Away With Murder. Her feature film work includes The Cell, City of 

Ember, Won’t Back Down, Violet And Daisy, Takers, Spygame, 28 Days. Aside from her large and small screen work, she’s also highly regarded for 

her theatre work, having trod the boards at the National Theatre, Royal Court and others.

Following on from her personable performance in In Fabric, Marianne has shot the TV pilot ‘Mixtape’ for director Jesse Peretz and can be seen 

alongside Julia Roberts and Sissy Spacek in forthcoming Amazon show ‘Homecoming’.

Hayley Squires (Babs)

Hayley’s talent has seen her go, in just a few years, from graduating (with hons.) from the highly regarded Rose Bruford College of Theatre & Per-

formance to being counted among Forbes’ magazine’s “30 Under 30” list of people in entertainment to watch out for. Ken Loach’s I, Daniel Blake 

provided an excellent showcase for Hayley’s skills, her standout performance netting her the British Independent Film Award’s Most Promising 

Newcomer. Her film work includes A Royal Night Out, Away and Blood Cells. For television, ‘Philip K. Dick’s Electric Dreams’, ‘Call The Midwife’ 

and the lavish period miniseries ‘The Miniaturist’. On stage she’s appeared in The Pitchfork Disney at Shoreditch Town Hall and Cat On A Hot Tin 

Roof for Benedict Andrews at the Apollo Theatre.

As well as performing, Hayley is also a playwright, her first work, Vera, Vera, Vera, having been staged at the Royal Court Theatre in 2012.

Alongside In Fabric, Hayley’s upcoming projects are Giantland as well as Rook Films’ Happy New Year, Colin Burstead for director Ben Wheatley.

Leo Bill (Reg) 

Leo’s film resume presents an impressive and diverse list of directors who’ve chosen him for their movies; Mike Leigh, Robert Altman, Richard Lin-

klater, Danny Boyle, Tarsem Singh and David Fincher among others. He’s appeared in such notable films as Gosford Park, The Fall, 28 Days Later,

Vera Drake, The Living And The Dead, Kinky Boots, Mr Turner, The Girl With The Dragon Tattoo, Becoming Jane and Hamlet. On television 

he’s worked on ‘Doctor Who’, ‘The White Queen’, ‘Taboo’, ‘The Borgias’, ‘Ashes To Ashes’, ‘Jekyll’, ‘Spooks’, ‘Crime And Punishment’, ‘Midsomer 

Murders’ and ‘Sense And Sensibility’. Stage work includes A Midsummer Night’s Dream, School For Scandal, The Glass Menagerie, Posh, The Way 

Of The World and A Woman Killed With Kindness. As well as In Fabric, Leo can also soon be seen in Mike Leigh’s forthcoming Peterloo.



Gwendoline Christie (Gwen)

Gwendoline has rapidly become a genre fan favourite down to her prominent roles in HBO’s runaway success ‘Game Of Thrones’ as well as Star 

Wars: The Force Awakens and Star Wars: The Last Jedi (also voicing her Captain Phasma character for TV and videogame adaptations). After a 

childhood training in dance and gymnastics, Gwendoline enrolled in Drama School London, emerging with a First Class BA (Hons). Since then her 

career has swept her to global recognition and popularity with her roles in ‘Game Of Thrones’ and the Star Wars and Hunger Games movie series. 

Her feature film work includes Terry Gilliam’s The Zero Theorem, Absolutely Fabulous: The Movie (as herself ) and The Darkest Minds. Television 

work includes the critically acclaimed ‘Top Of The Lake’ and the forthcominganimation Star Wars Resistance.

As well as In Fabric, Gwendoline can also soon be seen alongside Steve Carell and Janelle Monae in Robert Zemeckis’ Welcome To Marwen and with 

Tilda Swinton and Hugh Laurie in Armando Ianucci’s The Personal History Of David Copperfield.

Steve Oram (Clive)

Steve started out as half of a sketch and character comedy duo with Tom Meeten. Since then he’s acted, written and directed for and with much of 

the UK’s finest comedy talent. His film work includes writing and starring in (both along with Alice Lowe) the Ben Wheatley directed Sightseers for 

Rook Films. In 2005 Oram made his directorial debut in the fascinating and uncompromising non-verbal black comedy Aaaaaaaah! starring Julian 

Barratt, Toyah Wilcox and Julian Rhind-Tutt. His acting work includes the feature films We Can Be Heroes, Kill List, The World’s End, Altar, Pad-

dington and A Dark Song and for TV; ‘Hang Ups’, ‘The End Of The F***ing World’, ‘Plebs’, ‘Drunk History: UK’, ‘Glue’, ‘NTSF: SD:

SUV’, ‘Tittybangbang’, ‘Comedy Lab’, ‘Heading Out’ and ‘People Like Us’. 

Julian Barratt (Stash)

After rising to instant fame as one half of incredibly popular UK comedy duo ‘The Mighty Boosh’, Julian has become a welcome fixture in British 

cinema and television. As well as Mighty Boosh’s radio show and 3 TV series for the BBC, the duo’s stage show has seen them sell out venues from Ed-

inburgh to Brixton. Julian’s film work has included Mindhorn (also as co-writer), Rook Films’ A Field In England, Bunny And The Bull, Aaaaaaaah! 

and Curtains. On the small screen he’s appeared in ‘Midmorning Matters With Alan Partridge’, ‘Nathan Barley’, ‘Garth Marenghi’s Darkplace’, 

‘Flowers’, ‘Being Human’, ‘AD/BC - A Rock Opera’ and ‘Asylum’. Upcoming projects include In Fabric and ‘Sally4Ever’ alongside his wife, Julia 

Davis who also writes, directs and stars in this dark comedy series.



Jaygann Ayeh (Vince)

Jaygann’s CV shows a steady rise, taking in such lauded television titles as ‘Inside No.9’, ‘Detectorists’, ‘Inspector Lewis’ and ‘Little Britain’. On 

stage he has appeared in ‘The Flick’ at the National Theatre, for which he was nominated for an Emerging Talent Award by The Evening Standard. 

In Fabric marks his biggest film role to date, he can also soon be seen alongside Tilda Swinton and Richard Ayoade in Joanna Hogg’s The Souvenir. 

Fatma Mohamed (Miss Luckmoore)

Born in Romania, Fatma met director Peter Strickland when he cast her for a role in his first feature film, Katalin Varga. She has since appeared in all 

his subsequent films - Berberian Sound Studio, The Duke Of Burgundy, The Field Guide To Evil (segment ‘Cobblers’ Lot’) and In Fabric.

CREW BIOGRAPHIES

Peter Strickland - Director/Writer

Born and raised in Reading, Peter started out making short films, including Bubblegum which featured underground movie legends Nick Zedd and 

Holly Woodlawn. His first feature, the self-financed Transylvanian revenge thriller Katalin Varga, brought him to international attention. Following 

with Berberian Sound Studio and The Duke Of Burgundy, he garnered critical acclaim and soon stood out as a filmmaker with a refreshingly different 

outlook, unusual cinematic inspirations and obsessions. Peter has written and directed three radio plays for the BBC; two Readingbased comedies 

starring Toby Jones; The Len Continuum and The Len Dimension and an acoustically adventurous adaptation of Nigel Kneale’s The Stone Tape 

starring Romola Garai. Peter also directed Bjork’s concert film Bjork: Biophilia Live as well as music videos for Cavern Of Anti-Matter, The KVB, A 

Hawk And A Hacksaw and Flying Saucer Attack.

Andy Starke (Producer)

After ten years in television post-production, and five years as part of psychedelic rock group “Regular Fries” (currently residing in the “where are 

they now” section) Starke founded Boum Productions with film historian Pete Tombs. For Boum, Starke has written, produced, directed & edited 

numerous TV, film and documentary projects. Boum has received worldwide acclaim for its ground breaking Mondo Macabro DVD label, focus-

ing on ‘the wild side of world cinema’ and dedicated to preserving formally ‘lost’ genre movies from countries not usually associated with ‘popular’ 

cinema. In 2008 Starke and director Ben Wheatley founded Rook Films – since then Rook has made 6 feature films with Wheatley including his 

latest – Happy New Year, Colin Burstead. Rook has produced films by Peter Strickland, Steve Oram and Jim Hosking and has a slate of movies and 

television in production and development. 

Cavern of Anti-Matter (Score)

Tim Gane is best known as the founder and songwriter of the Anglo / French pop band Stereolab. Tim made electronic music in the early eighties 

before moving onto McCarthy, Stereolab and more recently Cavern Of Anti-Matter. Tim has composed music for Carlton TV and the following 

films by the French director, Marc Fitoussi including La Vie D’Artiste, Copacabana, Pauline Detective and La Ritournelle.
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